10 Best Game Torrent Sites in 2019

Torrenting is undeniably a favorite activity of a majority of netizens today. Considering the sad
demise of many torrent sites in the past, netizens are actively looking for torrent websites that are
working properly. Since the past year brought turmoil in the lives of binge watchers and gamers
as the entire torrent industry was shutdown. The copyright watchdogs and state-sponsored
departments imposed a ban on many dominant torrent sites.

We have created a guide to the best torrent website in 2019 that work and offer reliable and high
speed torrent downloads. Netizens can download their favorite movies, seasons, TV shows,
games, e-books, music, and more media hassle-freely from the following torrent websites:

RARBG
RARBG is one of the leading torrent websites. It offers worthwhile content and updates media
library on a regular basis. Fanatics can download new and old torrents. Being powered by an
active community of torrenters, RARBG offers unlimited seeding topping of lists for on-demand
movies, TV shows, music, shows, and more media.

Zoogle
Zoogle is relatively a fresh websites in the list of torrent websites. It offers an unrestricted access
to more than 1,300 TV appears and 30,000 motion pictures.

The websites provides torrenters with a plain and sleek UI. The user-friendly UI makes Zoogle
one of the fan-favorite torrenting websites in the modern-day. Interestingly, Zoogle does not
offer popup or promotional content, allowing users to download torrent without facing any
unwanted ads. Users require providing email address, username, and a key to download media
from Zoogle.

Torrentz2
Torrentz2 stands among the leading torrent websites that offer access to a massive media library.
The torrenting website is easy to use and holds a low profile. Torrentz2 emerged as an alternative

to Torrentz.eu that was shut down in the 2016. This website has gained a massive reputation in
the torrent community.

EZTV.AG
EZTV stand as a TV-torrent dispersion website and was released in the mid of 2005. After
takeover of this website by the EZCLOUD LIMITED, the website was imbued with seamless
features and reliability aspect. Today, EZTV stands among the leading torrent websites. EZTV
works under proprietorship (EZTV.ag) and offers its own torrents.

LIMETORRENTS
LimeTorrents is a popular torrent website. It has been popular since more than half a decade.
LimeTorrents is one of the oldest torrent websites. Their user interface is sleek and easy to use. It
is one of the reason that LimeTorrents is a fans-favorite torrent website.

TORRENTDOWNLOADS
TORRENTDOWNLOADS is one of the leading torrent websites. The website holds an
extensive yet well-organized torrent library that is easy to navigate. Similar to many torrent
websites, TORRENTDOWNLOADS is banned in various countries. However, countries where
TORRENTDOWNLOADS is working, netizens are happy to opt it for downloading favorite
torrents in best quality.

YTS.AM
YTS.AM has been leading in the torrent industry. The websites has surpassed the all-time
famous The Pirate Bay due to massive media library that comprises high rated and popular
movies, TV shows, seasons, and more media. The website stands as an unofficial successor to
the famous YTS or YIFY group. YTS.AM has been rebranding 3rd party releases of famous
movies.

1337X
In case you have not heard about the 1337X, then this website offers a massive media library of
popular torrents. The website offers a straightforward interface. Recently, this website has gone

through major aesthetics update and redesigning. Many security flaws have been corrected and
site has become safer than before. 1337X is one of the most stable torrent websites until now.

The Pirate Bay
The Pirate Bay is a popular torrent tracker. Fans celebrated its 15th birthday last year. The Pirate
Bay is one of the oldest torrent websites. Although this website receives a majority of traffic
from proxy domains, it stills stand among the top torrenting websites. However, torrenters have
reported to face several issues including the downtime and connectivity. The Pirate Bay holds
VIP/Trusted user tags that make this website a legitimate and secure source for unlimited torrent
downloads. Interestingly, fanatics have titled the Pirate Bay as the King of Torrents.

NYAA.SI
NYAA.SI is another great torrenting website. The website is popular revival of the anime
torrenting website NYAA. The website is popular among the torrent fans. However, the
Cloudflare suspended the NYAA about a year ago. Now, NYAA.SI has emerged as a reasonable
alternative to cater to anime fans.

Final Words
Torrenting websites like Pirate Bay has given us the greatest media including Game of Throne,
Breaking Bad, House of Cards, and more media. Moreover, Zoogle has provided great content to
fanatics. Although many torrent websites have been banned, but the ones mentioned in this guide
are working and providing netizens with popular torrents. These websites provide netizens with
an access to popular movies, TV shows, seasons, games and more media. If you find our article
helpful, feel free to share and spread the word.

